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I’m Nicole Loughlin, attorney and founder of Loughlin Law,
P.A., wife, mother of 3, entrepreneur, lover of audio books and
Disney vacations, and fierce advocate for my clients.
My firm offers estate planning, probate, and personal injury
legal services throughout the state of Florida. Our mission is to
provide extraordinary, compassionate legal services to our
clients, treating every person we encounter with respect, and
giving every client the friendly and personal treatment they
deserve.
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What is a Florida
Probate and why should
I care?

In simple terms, probate prevents your loved ones inheriting from you seamlessly
and without court oversight. Probates are expensive and can take a long time, even
years, before they are completed. A Florida probate is a court supervised process
that is necessary when someone passes away and leaves behind assets in their name
only (i.e. assets that were not jointly owned and did not have a designated
beneficiary or successor). A probate may be required to legally transfer ownership
of said assets to beneficiaries, and can include clearing title to real property.

If you don't have a will,
the state has written
one for you!
Don't let the government control what happens to your estate! If your estate is
subject to probate, your will must be deposited with the court. Your estate is
then distributed according to your will, however, if you do not have a will, the
state of Florida has written one for you!
It is important to note that having a will does not mean you will avoid probate,
rather it means you get to have power over how your estate is administered.
Failing to make a will can sometimes mean that people you don’t know, don't
like, or don’t want to inherit will inherit from your estate.
A will only comes into play after your death, which means it does nothing for
you if you become incapacitated during your life. As we discussed earlier,
having a will does not help you to avoid probate. Your probate is a public
process and your last will and testament is not a private document.

Methods
to avoid
probate

Beneficiary Designations:
Probate can be avoided by designating
beneficiaries on assets that allow such
designations. For example, if a beneficiary
is named on a life insurance policy, that
individual will inherit the policy by

While a will alone will not keep you
out of probate court, there are steps
you can take to avoid the probate
process in Florida.

operation of law outside of probate. You

Joint Accounts & Jointly Held Assets:

POD/TOD Designations on Accounts:

If an individual has a joint account or

Similarly, probate can be avoided by

owns real property with another person as

designating pay on death or transfer on

joint tenants with rights of survivorship,

death beneficiaries on assets that allow it.

then the survivor will automatically retain

This means the account will be paid to or

ownership of the joint accounts or assets

transferred to your designated beneficiary

after the other’s death. This means no

outside of probate upon your death.

court order is necessary to access the
asset. The survivor retains full control
over the asset and has no obligation to
follow the will, trust, or verbal wishes of
the decedent. If the survivor, out of the
kindness of their heart, decides to share
the asset with the decedent’s intended
beneficiaries, they may face gift tax
consequences.

may also designate contingent beneficiaries
on some assets in the event your primary
beneficiary predeceases you.

Enhanced Life Estate (a.k.a. “Lady
Bird”) Deeds:
In many cases, the biggest and most
important asset that someone owns is their
home. Under Florida Law, this is a
protected homestead which means it is
exempt from creditor claims. A Lady Bird
Deed allows the property owner (life
tenant) to retain control over the property
while he or she is alive and then upon the
death of the life tenant, the property will
pass directly to the remaindermen (children
or other individuals named on the deed)
without having to go through probate.
Trust:
Assets that are properly funded into a trust
will avoid probate and be administered
according to the trust. You can create a
trust for the benefit of yourself during your
life, and then your beneficiaries after your
death. During your life, you can title assets
into the name of the trust, which will
ultimately keep those assets out of probate
after your death.

ESTATE PLANNING
PITFALLS
Quit Claim Deeds transferring all or partial interest to
unintended beneficiaries.
Transfers in Homestead property in Florida can be
considered IMPROPER under the law.
Changes in Family Status can alter your planned
distribution.
Planning for minor beneficiaries - we don't want them to
inherit before they are mature enough to handle it.
Leaving assets to people with special needs or who
receive government assistance can affect their benefits.
Incomplete planning could mean the government fills in
the blanks.
We’ll do it later! You lose options when you put off
your planning or wait until there is an emergency, or
worse, it is too late and a judge decides for you.

THE RISKS OF BAD
BENEFICIARY
DESIGNATIONS ARE REAL!
ESTATE PLANNING IS ALL ABOUT CONTINGENCIES, SO BE
CAREFUL WHEN NAMING BENEFICIIARIES ON YOUR ASSETS

DOCUMENTS EVERYONE
MUST HAVE IN FLORIDA
Regardless of your income, you need to have these CRITICAL
documents in place to avoid a judge having the final say on who can
speak for you in the event you cannot speak for yourself.
DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY
A durable power of attorney covers virtually all legal and financial decisions and allows you
to appoint an agent who can step into your shoes and make these legal and financial
decisions on your behalf. It takes effect immediately and it ceases upon death. Having a good
DPOA helps you to avoid guardianship, where a judge has the final say on who manages your
affairs.

ADVANCED MEDICAL DIRECTIVES
Advanced medical directives include:
1. Designation of Healthcare Surrogate,
2. Living Will,
3. Designation of Preneed Guardian, and
4. HIPAA Authorization.
These documents allow your healthcare surrogate to step into your shoes and make medical
and healthcare related decisions on your behalf, including consent or deny treatment and
access to your protected healthcare information. These also help you to avoid a
guardianship proceeding where you are stripped of your civil rights and a judge selects a
guardian for you.
A living will states that if you are in an end stage, terminal condition, or persistent vegetative
state that you give your healthcare surrogate permission to pull the plug. Think of Terry
Shiavo, which was a famous case litigated in FL where the husband wanted to pull the plug
and the parents wanted to keep their daughter alive.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Florida has very specific rules when it comes to will execution. Again, if you don’t have a will,
the Florida legislature has written one for you. A will ensures your final wishes are carried
out, it allows you to nominate the person in charge of administering your estate, you can
nominate a guardian for your minor children within the will (though we also do a standalone
nomination for our clients as well), and determine when and how your heirs will inherit.

REVOCABLE TRUSTS
They aren't for everyone, but something to consider...

Trusts are wonderful tools for choosing your successor trustee, who is the
manager of the trust after yourself and/or your spouse, planning for disability or
incapacity, planning for a spouse, planning for your beneficiaries (especially
minors), and avoiding probate.
Your revocable trusts is valid both during your lifetime and after your death.
During your lifetime, your trustee can step in if you become incapacitated. After
your death, your trustee will administer your trust according to the terms of your
trust agreement.
There are multiple reasons why you may want a trust, but we typically
recommend them for probate avoidance, depending on your assets, if you have
minor beneficiaries, or if you have a more complex distribution scheme or
multiple pieces of real property.
We often use trusts to protect minor children from inheriting before they reach
the age of maturity. We recommend 25 years of age for inheritance.
Trusts can ensure that your beneficiaries inherit seamlessly without court
oversight as assets held by a trust will avoid probate.
You need to have a will regardless of whether or not you have a trust. If you do
have a trust, a will is a backup plan. If you have a trust, we create a pour-over
will that will ensure all your assets are eventually managed by the trust.

Virtual Estate Planning?
In order to maintain control over your affairs and protect your family from a costly and
lengthy probate administration, you need to have some basic estate planning
documents in place. You don’t want to be the person without a power of attorney or
medical directives the day after an emergency, and you don’t want the state to control
who manages your affairs and who inherits after your death. You also want to protect
your children and the assets you worked hard for during your life.
Loughlin Law, P.A. makes the process easy:
1. Schedule your free consultation (https://bookloughlinlawpa.as.me/discovery).
2. Fill out a simple questionnaire which can be done from your phone or computer
and helps us have a productive conversation during our call.
3. Attend the consultation over zoom or the phone and get advice regarding your
particular situation.
4. Esign our agreement and pay our flat fee.
5. Within 2 weeks we will provide you with a draft of the documents to review.
6. Once you approve your plan, we print it, put it in a portfolio, and mail it to you for
signing.
7. We offer a discount on our virtual plans so that you do not need to come to the
office for the signing. If you choose a virtual plan, we can make an introduction to
a notary who will come to you at your convenience.
You never have to leave your house to do your estate planning, but you will get a
custom, quality plan!

Frequently Asked Questions
How long does the process take?
1-2 WEEKS
After signing up with our firm, we will begin designing and drafting your estate plan. This
is a detail-oriented process that can take several weeks, but we aim to upload your drafts to
the secure client portal in two weeks or less. Once we have drafted and finalized your plan,
you will be ready for a signing ceremony.
Do you provide experienced attorneys?
Yes. Our Florida Licensed estate planning attorneys have drafted numerous estate plans for
satisfied customers.

Where are you located?
Our office is located in Boca Raton, FL.
Loughlin Law, P.A.
150 East Palmetto Park Road
Suite 800
Boca Raton, FL 33432

WHAT IF I NEED TO REVISE MY ESTATE PLAN?
Loughlin Law, P.A. will be happy to quote you a flat rate for any future revisions based on
the complexity of the revision.

F.A.Q. Continued
DO YOU INCLUDE NOTARY OR RECORDING SERVICES?
If you chose an in-person package, we will contact you to schedule the signing ceremony,
which will take place at our office where we have the requisite witnesses and notary
available.
If you chose a virtual package, we will provide you with your complete estate planning
portfolio along with signing and funding instructions.
We can refer you to a mobile notary or you can visit a UPS Store or Postal Annex to have
your documents notarized.
In addition, some banks offer free notary services to clients who bank with them.
Recording fees are included in the flat fee quoted.

ARE THERE ADDITIONAL FEES?
We offer flat rate legal fees so there are no surprises at the end of our transaction. If you
chose a virtual package, you will be responsible for notary costs.

HOW DO I KNOW WHAT DOCUMENTS I NEED?
You will have a virtual meeting with an attorney to design your estate plan. Your attorney
will review your online questionnaire and make recommendations based on your unique
circumstances.

ARE YOU READY TO
PROTECT YOUR FAMILY
TODAY?
Do you need assistance with your estate
planning in Florida or have questions
regarding the process? Loughlin Law, P.A.
would be honored to assist you.
Call 561-921-5751
Schedule your appointment now:
https://bookloughlinlawpa.as.me/discovery
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